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+Evidence for Dark Matter
Evidence for Dark matter

Dark matter: nonluminous matter not yet directly detected by astronomers that is hypothesized to exist to 
account for various observed gravitational effects.

www.merriam-webster.com

A long history (astronomers miss a lot of matter)

Small%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Large%

galactic galaxy clusters large scale structure

Evidences in a huge range of scales !



4Galactic Rotation Velocity 



5Galactic Rotation Velocity 
observed

From visible

Galactic rotation velocity curves

v !
p
GM/r

Prediction from the observed mass 
decays after the disk, which contains most 
“visible” mass (stars+gas)

A halo of  “dark matter” extending further than the disk 

M = Mvis +MDM

MDM / r =

Z r

dV ⇢DM ! ⇢ / 1/r2



6M31

Vera%Rubin%(192802016)
Astrophys%Journal.%159:%379–404:"
"Rota(on"of"the"Andromeda"Nebula"from"a"
Spectroscopic"Survey"of"Emission"Regions"."

(distance to M31 775 kpc)



7Gravitational Lensing 

Another way 

Estimate GC mass with Lensing



8Gravitational Lensing Estimate GC mass with Lensing
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1 = ⌦⇤ + ⌦m + ⌦r

The cosmic pie
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- Weakly interacting with itself (Bullet, CMB)
- Present galaxies-clusters-universe
- Non baryonic 
- what can it be?

need something beyond the SM

Finding the right DM particle ...

- Unstable 
- Baryonic
- Interacts quite a bit with light
- too hot (relativistic)Photons = massless 

Neutrinos = too light



11P, C, CP, T and CPT

CPT Theorem: CPT conserved à CP parity  = T parity 

P and T (CP) are separately conserved in electromagnetic interactions

P and T(CP) are NOT conserved in weak interactions

T (CP) is (apparently) conserved in strong interactions QCD
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16many theories based on SU(3)c (QCD)

LQCD = �1

4
Gµ⌫aG

µ⌫
a +

X

q

iq̄�µDµq � q̄mq +
↵s

8⇡
✓Gµ⌫a

eGµ⌫
a

✓ 2 (�⇡,⇡) infinitely versions of QCD... all are P,T violating

↵s

8⇡
✓Gµ⌫a

eGµ⌫
a induces P and T (CP) violation / ✓

P,T conserving

we tend to 
forget this

P,T violating
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✓ ⇠ O(1)

Neutron EDM

Most important P, T violating observable dn ⇠ ✓ ⇥O(10�15)e cm

EDM violates P,T



18The theta angle of the strong interactions

✓
0 ⇡�⇡

- The value of     controls P,T violation in QCD

n

n̄

n

n̄

✓

n

n̄

Measured today |✓| < 10�10 (strong CP problem)
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- Peccei-Quinn global U(1) symmetry, color anomalous + spontaneously broken at        fa

Example: Simple model KSVZ

EN
ER

GY

L 2 1

2
(@a)2 +

↵s

8⇡
G eG a

fa
- At energies below       , (also PQ scale)fa

~f a

- At energies below                ,                                                     mixing  ⇤QCD a� ⌘0 � ⇡0 � ⌘ � ...

La,I =
X

N

cN,aN̄�µ�5N
a

fa
+ ca�

↵

2⇡
Fµ⌫

eFµ⌫ a

fa
+ ...

nucleons ... photons ... mesons ... 

axion mass

couplings

ma ' m⇡f⇡
fa

⇠ 6meV
109GeV

fa

~G
eV

L = LSM + iQ̄DQ+
1

2
(@µ�)(@

µ�⇤)� (yQ̄LQR� + h.c)� �|�|4 + µ2|�|2

�(x) = ⇢(x)ei
a(x)
fa fa =

p
µ2/2�
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1

fa
a

1

fa
a

1

fa
a

hadrons, Photons

Leptons (in some models)

Axion couplings at low energy

ma =
p

V✓✓(✓)
1

fa
=

p
�
1

fa
' 5.7 meV

109GeV

fa

Mass
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1

fa
a

1

fa
a

1

fa
a

     The lighter the more 
weakly interacting

hadrons, Photons

Leptons (in some models)

Axion couplings at low energy

ma =
p

V✓✓(✓)
1

fa
=

p
�
1

fa
' 5.7 meV

109GeV

fa

Mass
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Axion Landscape

Reactors
Had. dec

PQWW 
models

fa ⇠ vEW

Invisible models
fa � vEW



24Bounds and hints from astrophysics

Tip of the Red Giant branch (M5)

- Axions emitted from stellar cores accelerate stellar evolution
- Too much cooling is strongly excluded (obs. vs. simulations)
- Some systems improve with additional axion cooling!

White dwarf luminosity function

HB stars in globular clusters

Neutron Star CAS A



25Axion Landscape

Reactors
Had. dec



26Axion Landscape

Reactors
Had. dec

Excluded
As

tro
-h

in
ts?



27Axion Like Particles ALPs

Extension of the model with particles that are not from QCD but 
interact weakly with Photons

38 L.M. Capparelli et al. / Physics of the Dark Universe 12 (2016) 37–44

Fig. 1. Scheme of the LSW experiment with low energy photons. The dilution
fridge should extend inside the dipolar magnet to easily accept photons from
axion conversion. Such region would be thermally anchored to the cryostat mixing
chamber residing at the base temperature of 10mK. The regeneration cavity – if any
– would then be placed in the fridge itself as well.

need dedicated research and development along the lines we will
describe below.

If detectors of this kind will be engineered, low-energy LSW
experimentswould be farmore reaching at probing low values ofG
couplings than those based on LASER sources. We include in Fig. 1
a qualitative scheme of the experimental setup we propose.

On the theory side, we expect that if the energy of photons
from the source is lowered down to the (unknown) mass value
of the axion, we might be producing large numbers of axions at
rest.Wewill discuss about how to compute photon–axion–photon
conversion probabilities as E� approaches the E� = ma limit.

Indeed, photons at about 30 GHz have ⇡10�4 eV, so that E� in
principle might hit the ma axion mass value; this is never the case
for standard LSW configurations with visible light sources, where
the approximation E� � ma is perfectly appropriate given the
existing experimental limits onma.

Formulas describing photon–axion conversion rates are known
to contain a factor of F = E� /

q
E2

� � m2
a
, which is typically set to

1 but might be of concern at very low photon energies.
In the next Section, wewill discuss a formula for the conversion

probability, which is also valid in the proximity of the E� = ma

limit. Wewill conclude that the extension L of the magnetic region
(in the photon beam direction) affects the denominator in the
factor F , shifting it to 1/L +

q
E2

� � m2
a
.

Next, in a dedicated section, we will discuss the potentialities
of a LSW experiment with 30 GHz photons, showing how far
it could improve the actual exclusion limits. Paraphotons and
chameleons searches will be addressed separately. We conclude
with a discussion on the feasibility of single-photon microwave
detectors.

During the preparation of this paper we learned that there are
some ongoing studies on LSWwith gyrotrons, although in a rather
different energy range [5].

2. Low energy photon–axion conversion

By axion-like particles one generally means the quanta of a
massive scalar or pseudoscalar field a coupled to photon A by an
interaction

LI = 1
4
G a F

µ⌫
F̃µ⌫ = G aH · @0A. (2)

Here, without loss of generality, the pseudoscalar case is consid-
ered. The coupling G has dimensions of the inverse of a mass and
is a free parameter. The external field H is chosen to be uniform in
space and constant in time (static).

A real photon traveling in the x direction within an external
magnetic field orthogonal to it has a finite probability to convert

into an axion-like particle (ALP or axion for brevity) by exchanging
3-momentum qwith H , while conserving the energy: E� = Ea.

Taking q along the photon beam direction (the x direction)
allows p2 > 0, p being the axion 4-momentum.

The inverse process is also possible: the axion has a finite
probability to convert back into a photon carrying the same energy
as the original one, and collinear to it.

The external static magnetic field is assumed to be uniform and
equal to H within a volume LxLyLz = LxS, where Lx is along the
photon beam direction and S is the effective transverse section of
the region permeated by H , crossed by the photon beam.

One generally analyzes the contribution to the photon–axion
conversion S-matrix, where only qx is exchanged with the
magnetic field. Integrating LI in d

4
x, we get the following h� � |ai

matrix element2

GH (2⇡)3�(qy)�(qz)�(Ea � E� ) 2
sin(qxLx/2)

qx

(±E� ) (3)

depending if the photon is incoming/outgoing. The 2 sin(qxLx/2)/qx
factor comes from taking the integration range in the x variable in
the finite interval [�Lx/2, Lx/2], representing the extension of the
external magnetic field along the longitudinal photon beam direc-
tion.

In the limit Lx ! 1, we have 2 sin(qxLx/2)/qx ! 2⇡�(qx).
However, qx = 0 would be equivalent to px = kx. Therefore,
the energy delta-function would be zero for ma 6= 0, i.e. no
photon–axion transition would be allowed.

The conservation of energy derives from the fact that the
external magnetic field is constant in time.

Using standard normalizations for photon and scalar wave
functions in a box [6], the transition probability � ! a is

dwa� = G
2
H

2 (2⇡)3

(2EaV )(2E� V )
�(qy)�(qz)�(Ea � E� )

⇥ (ST ) 4
sin2(qxLx/2)

q2
x

E2
�

V

(2⇡)3
d
3
p (4)

where S ⌘ (2⇡�(0))2 is the magnetic field transverse section
introduced above and 2⇡�(0) = T for the energy delta-function.
V = Lx · S is the volume with H 6= 0.

Considering that Ea =
p
p2
x
+ m2

a
and qy = py, qz = pz , solving

for px > 0 only, with photon polarizations being fixed, we get the
conversion rate per flux (as in [1] and [7])

� = 1
⇢v

Z
dw

T
= SG

2
H

2 sin2(qxLx/2)
q2
x

E�q
E2

� � m2
a

(5)

where qx = E� �
q

E2
� � m2

a
and ⇢v = flux = 1/V . This is the

result generally used in the literature.
The factor E� /

q
E2

� � m2
a
is usually set to 1 because it is as-

sumed that E� � ma (in this case we also have qx ⇡ m
2
a
/2E� 6=

0)—most of the present experiments work in that regime.
However, when decreasing E� in the sub-THz regions we want

to explore, it might be that E� ⇡ ma. This formula would indicate
that in the E� ! ma limit, the production probability dramatically
increases for the production of axions at rest (which are of no use
in a LSW experiment).

The photon energy regime we are mostly interested in is E� ⇡
10�4 eV. Therefore, we can safely compute reaction rates through
formula (5) whenever axion masses are .0.1 meV.

2 From (2), the Feynman rule at the photon–axion vertex for an incoming/
outgoing photon is iGH · ✏(k)(⌥iE� ), where ✏(k) is the transverse photon
polarization vector. For a transverse photon, the sum over polarizations is

P
� |H ·

✏(k, �)|2 = H
2 sin2 ✓ = H

2, ✓ = ⇡/2 being the angle between the photon direction
and the orientation of the external magnetic field.

The X-ray flux FX produced by the conversion of
solar axions depends on both the axion flux Fa and the
conversion probability P:

FX ¼ PFa: ð8Þ

Axions can be created in the Sun by the same
Primakoff process, i.e. through the fusion of real
blackbody photons with the intense fluctuating elec-
tromagnetic fields associated with the stellar plasma.
The resulting axion spectrum is thermal in shape, but
with a mean energy hEai ¼ 4.2 keV, higher than the
solar core temperature kT ¼ 1.3 keV, due to suppres-
sion of lower energy production by plasma screening
effects. The energy-integrated axion flux at the Earth is
given by

Fa $ 4 % 1011 & g210 cm
' 2 s' 1; ð9Þ

where g10 : gagg/10
710 GeV71 [31,32]. Note that at

the current Horizontal Branch Star limit, and previous
CAST results, g10 ( 1, the axion luminosity La is
highly sub-dominant, i.e. it would represent
only a fraction of the solar luminosity L) where
La(g10 ¼ 1) ¼ 1.85 6 1073L) .

The conversion probability of an axion to a photon
in the presence of a magnetic field of strength B and
length L is given by

P ¼ 1

4
ðgaggBLÞ2jFðqÞj2; ð10Þ

where gagg is the axion coupling to two photons and q,
the axion–photon momentum difference, is given by
q ¼ m2

a=2E, and E is the photon energy. F(q) is a factor
which reflects the degree to which the axion and

photon waves remain in phase through the length of
the magnet. For very low mass axions, q ! 0 and
F(q) ! 1, and the conversion probability achieves its
theoretical maximum. For more massive, and thus less
fully relativistic axions, the axion and photon waves
begin to slip in phase. F(q) begins to roll off and
oscillate, the break-point being qL * p. As described
in detail in [30], coherence can be extended to higher
axion masses by filling the conversion region (i.e. the
interior cavity of the magnet) with a buffer gas like
helium, imparting an effective mass to the photons
which can match the axion’s mass, ma. In this manner
the conversion probability may be restored to its
theoretical maximum for any specific axion mass. A
range of axion masses can then be searched by tuning
the gas pressure.

4.1. Initial experiments

The first axion helioscope search was carried out at
BNL in 1992, where a 2.2 T iron core dipole
magnet was oriented in the direction of the setting
sun [33]. Employing a proportional chamber as a
detector and a vacuum pipe placed in the gap of the
magnet, data was collected over a four-day period,
using both an evacuated and helium-filled converter.
For ma 5 0.03 eV, they derived an upper limit of
gagg 5 3.6 6 1079 GeV71, and for 0.03 5 ma 5
0.11 eV, gagg 5 7.7 6 1079 GeV71 [33].

A second-generation experiment was performed at
the University of Tokyo utilising a 4 T superconduct-
ing magnet with a vacuum bore located between its
two coils [34,35]. A major advantage of their approach
was to mount the magnet on a platform with two
angular degrees of freedom. This arrangement allowed
nearly continuous tracking of the Sun, greatly increas-
ing the daily observing efficiency. Employing PIN
photodiodes as detectors and an evacuated bore, data

Figure 8. Drawing showing the basic operating principle of an axion helioscope. X-rays are transformed into axions in the solar
interior. The axions travel to earth where they are converted back to X-rays by passing through a strong magnetic field.

288 G. Carosi et al.
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Axions Experiments  
3 classes of experiments: Haloscopic, Helioscopic, Laboratory (LSW)  

Yellow band represent theoretical predictions from 
DFSZ and KSVZ axion models 

ma < 3x10-3 eV  from SN1987 

Axion, like neutral pion couples to  
two photons via Primakoff effect) 
Detected in a magnetic field H  

Haloscopic: cavity like ADMX (Livermore) 
Are the only experiments hitting  
the Peccei-Quin region   

Helioscopic: depend on stellar models  
CAST (best limit at the moment) and  
IAXO (next CERN exp.) use LHC dipoles 
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Figure 1: Exclusion plot for axion-like particles
as described in the text.

In the DFSZ model [17], the tree-level coupling coefficient

to electrons is

Ce =
cos2 β

3
, (8)

where tanβ is the ratio of two Higgs vacuum expectation values

that are generic to this and similar models.

For nucleons, Cn,p are related to axial-vector current matrix

elements by generalized Goldberger-Treiman relations,

Cp = (Cu − η)∆u + (Cd − ηz)∆d + (Cs − ηw)∆s ,

Cn = (Cu − η)∆d + (Cd − ηz)∆u + (Cs − ηw)∆s .
(9)

Here, η = (1 + z + w)−1 with z = mu/md and w = mu/ms ≪ z

and the ∆q are given by the axial vector current matrix element

∆q Sµ = ⟨p|q̄γµγ5q|p⟩ with Sµ the proton spin.

Neutron beta decay and strong isospin symmetry considera-

tions imply ∆u−∆d = F +D = 1.269±0.003, whereas hyperon

decays and flavor SU(3) symmetry imply ∆u + ∆d − 2∆s =

3F − D = 0.586 ± 0.031 [21]. The strange-quark contribution

August 21, 2014 13:17

The ALP mass is no longer linked to the coupling
They solve the Dark Matter Issue but not the QCD puzzle


